
Blue River Quarterly Meeting – Saturday, April 13, 1985
Friends Meetinghouse, St. Louis, Missouri

1:30 Meeting for Worship with a concern for business.

Future of Blue River Quarterly Meeting

        1. Should Blue River Quarterly divide in two?
        

The sense of the meeting was that content is more important than geography; that if
Quarterly became the exciting tradition it once was, it would draw people regardless of
the miles.

        2. Should planning of IYM be a part of Quarterly?

The sense of the meeting was that Quarterly Meeting ought to be an experience in and of
itself and not be dominated by planning for an event that many Quarterly Meeting
attenders may or may not participate in.  IYM could be planned the last day of IYM, by
phone, by Monthly Meeting and/or by Continuing Committee.  IYM should plan IYM.
Quarterly Meeting ought to be a gathering of far flung Friends for spiritual renewal and
refreshment.

        3. Is noon Saturday to noon Sunday the most appropriate time?

        4. Should Meetinghouses or retreat centers be used?

The sense of the meeting to 3 and 4 again was that content pales time and place to
insignificance.

An idea arose of individual meetings hosting retreats of their own and inviting other meetings to
come too, so that each of us would be invited to as many as a dozen Friends hosted retreats per
year, for example, a meeting could simply announce that on a certain weekend they are going
camping together at some park and would love to be joined by other Friends.

Friends wish to continue Quarterly Meetings in addition to whatever retreat events that Monthly
Meetings might host, but with a much more Meeting for Worship focus, with emphasis on the
real concerns of persons and meetings attending.

Friends wish to communicate to those Meetings not represented at Quarterly Meeting today the
depth of feeling shared that Quarterly become a magnet, drawing together Friends in expectant
excitement such that those who attend will eagerly look forward to the next such gathering,
encouraging even more Friends to attend.  Our hope, planning and expectation is that future
Quarterlies, beginning with Urbana in the fall, will reflect this change.

State of Meeting reports were read: St. Louis, Clear Creek, Columbia, Southern Illinois



(Carbondale).  N-B.

There was a concern expressed over lack of programming for young Friends at Quarterly
Meeting.

Acting recording Clerk:    John Arnold


